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* Varies by model number. Please contact Amerec with the Model number and CODE from the label for assistance. 

** Varies by model number, please refer to the heating element chart below…  

 

 

 

ITEM # PART NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 

1 FRAME CHASSIS ASSY * 

2 COVER  FRONT ACCESS * 

3 LABEL WIRING DIAGRAM * 

4 COVER  ELEMENT ACCESS * 

5 VALVE WATER INLET 3170-06 

6 BOLT 1/4-20 x 1/2" 1030-06 

7 WASHER 1/4" LOCK, STAR, EXTERNAL TOOTH 1062-04 

8 HOSE WATER INLET 5050-12 

9 CLAMP HOSE, SELF-TIGHTENING TYPE 1301-07 

10 CLAMP HOSE, AUGER TYPE 1301-06 

11 TANK  
TWO ELEMENT TYPE 8100-25 

THREE ELEMENT TYPE 8100-26 

12 INSULATION  BLANKET 2995-17 

13 ELEMENT   HEATING ELEMENT (GASKET INCL.) 3003-** 

14 GASKET HEATING ELEMENT 2130-02 

15 PROBE TRIPLE LEVEL 3190-04 

16 GASKET TRIPLE LEVEL PROBE 2130-06 

17 NIPPLE DRAIN LINE 
½” X 3” 2025-05 

¾” X 3” 2025-10 

18 VALVE MANUAL DRAIN 
1/2in 2123-01                  

3/4in 2123-03 

19 VALVE AUTO DRAIN 
1/2in 9210-100                

3/4in 9210-200 

20 VALVE PRESSURE RELIEF 2120-02 

21 SHELF CHASSIS SHELF * 

22 BRACKET  SHELF L BRACKET 1123-01 

23 TERMINAL POWER INPUT TERMINAL BLOCK * 

24 LUG GROUND, SCREW COMPRESSION 2199-01 

25 PCA PRINTED CIRCUIT ASSY, 2 OR 3 ELEMENT 3224-022 

26 FUSE 100MA SLO-BLO 3100-10 

27 FUSE 1A FAST-BLO 3100-06 

28 STANDOFF PLASTIC 
LOCKING 1115-07 

NON-LOCKING 1115-08 

29 STANDOFF METAL 1115-03 

30 INSULATOR STEAM HEAD INSULATOR ½” 8034-17 

32 CONTROL R30i W/ CHROME TRIM 9208-31 

33 CABLE R30i CONTROL  
25ft- 5331-12                     

100ft- 5331-16 

34 CONTROL R30K W/ CHROME TRIM 9140-101 

35 CABLE R30K, K30, K60, KT60 
25ft- 5304-031 

100ft- 5304-061 
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* Varies by model number, please contact Amerec with the Model number and CODE from the label for assistance. 

*HEATING ELEMENT IDENTIFICATION CHART 

 

 

 

 

ITEM # PART NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 

36 CONTROL, K60 

K60 
(COVER PLATE NOT INCLUDED)  

WH=WHITE LETTERING  
GLD=GOLD LETTERING 

WH = 9210-21 (1996-2004) 

WH = 9100-180 (2004-PRESENT) 

GLD = 9210-22 (1996-2004) 

GLD = 9100-190 (2004-PRESENT) 

37 CONTROL, KT60 

KT60 w/INTREGAL TEMP SENSOR 
(COVER PLATE NOT INCLUDED) 

 WH=WHITE LETTERING  
GLD=GOLD LETTERING 

WH = 9110-180 

GLD = 9110-190 

38 COVER PLATE 

COVER PLATE FOR K30, K60, KT60  
CP=CHROME, PB=BRASS, PN=POLISHED 
NICKEL, BN=BRUSHED NICKEL, ORB=OIL 

RUBBED BRONZE                         

CP =  8037-03 

PB = 8037-04 

PN = 8037-07 

BN = 8037-08 

ORB = 8037-27 

39 BRACKET WALL CONTROL MOUNTING BRACKET 8227-02 

40 SCREW MOUNTING BRACKET ASSY. 1021-13 

41 CABLE TEMPERATURE SENSOR CABLE        
25ft- 5331-10  

100ft- 5331-15 

42 SENSOR TEMPERATURE SENSOR, BLACK       9302-01 

43 SENSOR TEMPERATURE SENSOR, WHITE      9302-016 

44 TRIM RING 

TRIM RING FOR R30K, R30I CONTROL  
CP=CHROME, PN=POLISHED NICKEL, 

BN=BRUSHED NICKEL,                ORB=OIL 
RUBBED BRONZE                   

CP = 8038-01 

WH =8038-04 

BN = 8038-06 

ORB = 8038-07 

Model Voltage Heating Element part number (QTY USED) 

AK4 208/240 3003-01 (2) 

AK5 208/240 3003-02 (2) 

AK6 208/240 3003-11 (2) 

AK7 208/240 3003-03 (2) 

AK8.5 208/240 
3003-03 (1)  

3003-10 (1) 

AK10 208/240 3003-10 (2) 

AK12 208/240 3003-12 (3) 

AK14 208/240 
3003-10 (2)  

3003-12 (1) 

3K8 208 3003-03 (3) 

3K10 208 
3003-03 (1) 

3003-10 (2) 

3K12 208 3003-10 (3) 

3K14 208 
3003-10 (1) 

3003-25 (2) 
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